
 



Nikolas Almpanis   MA Digital Arts 
 
‘Human Generated Abstraction’ Video, PAL 16:9, 3mins 33secs.  
 
His work is an experimental audio-visual synthesis. 
 
As a child, Nikolas Almpanis, worked beside his father, a 

Greek Byzantine painter.  He learned both classical and traditional methods, 
furthering his studies in Florence, Italy and receiving a diploma in painting in 
2003. His current work focuses on integrating visual and audio media with 
classical portraiture. Through the combination of traditional techniques and New 
Media, he investigates the idea of narrating music, merging the visual image with 
sound.  
 
 
 

Ludmilla Andrews    MA Printmaking 
 
‘Conversation in my Brain’ 
 
‘Abstraction - An idea expressed through the dynamic of 
line in space.’ 
 

Ludmilla Andrews is fascinated by the notion of emotional intelligence and the 
(often convoluted) physical and mental display of human emotion.  Her work 
captures the essence of particular emotions through the dynamic use of line, 
motion and space. 
 
 
 

 
Rachel Clark    MA Printmaking 
 
'Sign III' Oil on Canvas, 51x41 cm. 
 
‘Abstract art cannot be fully defined. It is free of signs and 
symbols. To function, it needs the same ingredients as 
good figurative work - composition, a balance of tone and 

colour, an understanding of structure, a rhythm which draws you in and a 
mystery and poetry which compels you to stay. Above all it has to be honest.’  
 
Rachel Clark is a painter, currently exploring silkscreen and etching. Her work 
has developed through ‘learning the process’ with an emphasis on the 
development of mark-making and color.  Her work is her response to life, 
reflecting both inner and outer worlds. 



Katrin Maria Escay    MA Digital Arts 
 
‘The Sea’ Video, NTSC, 2mins. 
 
 
 

 
“Abstraction is the expression of ‘experience’ imprinted directly unto the image. It 
follows a subconscious language, allowing the viewer to partake in its meaning.” 
 
Katrin Maria Escay is an experimental filmmaker. 
 
 
 
 

 
Sharon Ferris    MA Digital Arts 
 
‘Xhl’ A3 Digital Print 
 
 
 

‘Abstraction uses emotion as a medium. Its ambiguity allows the portrayal of 
invisible processes such as breath.  It reveals an unseen presence so it may be 
understood and appreciated.’ 
 
Sharon Ferris is a graphic designer currently exploring the interactive 
environment as a means of sensory communication. Her work explores the 
invisible processes of daily life and its ephemeral nature. 
 
 
 
 
Robert Anthony Ford         MA Printmaking 
 
‘Impressed by a Load of Pollocks’ A blind embossed image on white background. 
 
‘This piece is an attempt to ridicule those who failed to be delighted and intrigued 
by the abstract expressionists.  The title is an ironic jibe at the typical response of 
the mass media to new, innovative and ground-breaking creations by artists.’ 
 
Robert Anthony Ford loves the paintings of Jackson Pollock, without which this 
work would have been impossible. 
 



 
Valentina Gomez   MA Printmaking 
 
 
‘Abstraction is a way to solve a problem and communicate 
their solution in a different language.’ 
 
 

Valentina Gomez’s work is about making the invisible world visible. It is the 
visualization of emotion for self-expression.  
 
 
 

Moshe Ladanga    MA Digital Arts 
 
‘Progress’ Video, NTSC, 4 mins. 
 
‘Abstraction for me is the formalisation of form, a means to 
make sense of the chaos that I see around me and the 
struggle to make something out of it. It is an active state, 

an ever-changing idiom of the visual. In the moving image, it reveals the 
dynamics of my personal journey, and evokes the nature of my specific reality.’ 
 
Moshe Ladanga is an experimental filmmaker working in digital video. His pieces 
are made with traditional techniques from film cinematography, then processed 
and transformed through digital tools. 
 
‘Progress’ is an evocation of the rhythm of modern life. 
 
 

 
Ruth Marquez    MA Printmaking 
 
‘Jackson Pollock Composition with Pouring II (1943).’  
 
Oil on Canvas, 25 1/8 x 22 1/8 in.’  
Silk-screen on sugar paper. 
 

abstraction |abËˆstrak sh É™n| 
noun. Third definition: a state of preoccupation. 
 
Ruth Marquez transforms Jackson Pollock’s work into a dot-to-dot puzzle page, 
reinforcing the supremacy of ideas against any representational restrictions. This 
piece also winks at all those who still believe in DIY Art. 
 
 
 



Stefano Minzi     MA Printmaking 
 
‘Untitled’ Xerox Transfer and oil on canvas, 30x40 cm. 
 
Latin: abstrahere - 'to detach' 
 
‘Abstract Art/Abstract Painting means detached, non-
representational, object-free art.  
 

In my vision, every bi-dimensional image is abstract in itself. Only the cultural 
background shared by the artist and the viewer define the border of that 
distinction.’ 
 
Stefano Minzi is an Italian printmaker and painter.  At present, his art practice is 
centered on the reproduction, deformation and deconstruction of photographic 
portraits of icons from the 20th-21st Centuries. 
 
 

 
Siabhra O’Brien       MA Printmaking 
 
“Abstract Art refers to non-representational art. To 
‘Abstract’ means to draw away from, to separate, and not 
to refer to something particular anymore.” 
 
 

Siabhra O’Brien’s images are organic structures; habitats for someone or 
something. They are living ‘spaces’ or living ‘things’ formed by living lines. They 
are an invented space constructed through line and organic and mechanical 
forms.  As she works on an image, it gradually grows, becoming alive. 
 
Her work is a plane located within the realm of an imagined inner landscape. 
 
 

 
Christina Priddle     MA Drawing 
 
“My interpretation of Abstraction is something that has its roots 
in the past and in particular with Abstract Expressionism.  But 
at the same time, it is also a ‘real thing’ in the world.” 
 
At the core of her practice is a piece of thread, which she uses 
to draw and to ‘make marks’ in paint.  This action is recorded 

on canvas or photographs, capturing the movement of immersed fabric and 
colour. Her work is a continuous exploration of ‘the mark,’ incorporating tension 
and risk balanced with a degree of control.    



Handan Sadikoglu             MA Printmaking 
 
‘Abstraction is the creation of a visual language to express ideas and thoughts 
through simple forms and colours.’ 
 
Handan Sadikoglu is fascinated by cultural and national transitions within 
societies, and its effects on the individual.  As a result, his work contains 
traditional, and religious references expressed through symbol. 
 
 

 
Preeti Sood      MA Printmaking 
 
“Camberwell Green”  Photographic Digital Print , 20 x 14 cm. 
 
‘Abstract for me is the art, which does not imitate or directly 
represent external reality. Art which converts observed forms 
into patterns which are read by the spectator primarily as 
independent relationships, rather than with reference to its 
original source.’ 

 
Preeti Sood works with Photographic Digital Prints. Having trained in traditional 
methods of printmaking, she aims to combine the hand-made with the digital, 
merging these two practices into one unique form.  
 
Having started a new journey from India to London, her practice focuses on 
mapping the ‘unknown city’. For this work, she investigates ‘Camberwell Green’. 
 
 
 

 
Rachel Thew      MA Printmaking 
 
“Untitled”  Plate Lithography, 3 layers.  
 
 
 

‘Abstraction is a space which invites each to think their own thoughts. What there 
is, is in what you can see. There is no story behind it.’ 
 
Rachel Thew initially trained as a dancer and musician, working as a 
choreographer, performer and teacher. She now works in photography and print, 
interested in the rhythm and energy of line and the division of space. 
 
Her work translates the immediacy of movement and musicality onto the page. 
 
 



 
Susie Turner     MA Printmaking  
 
“‘Abstraction’ represents an uncertainty in our perception 
of things – the gap between seeing and meaning.” 
 
 
 

Susie Turner’s work is motivated by the way in which organic and inorganic 
elements co-exist and shape the environment.  She investigates human-
environment relations through exploring the physical and visual qualities of 
materials both ‘found’ and ‘made’. Her recent work represents the dialogue 
between 2D imagery and 3D form through the process of repetition and variation. 
 
 
 

Jenny Wright     MA Drawing  
 
Etching on Somerset textured paper. 
 
‘Abstract Art: work which uses modified forms and structures as 
the representation of an experience or observation of the 
physical. It may include elements of the unconscious or chance 
in the process, and has little or no obvious visual references to 
objects present in the conscious, visible world.’ 

 
Jenny Wright’s work is based on the form and movement of the human body. At 
present, she gains inspiration from malformed human structures.  Using 
combinations of print techniques and ceramics, she explores the nature of the 
deformed figure.  She acknowledges the assistance of several surgeons at the 
Hunterian Museum who gave her additional knowledge and understanding in her 
research.  
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